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The meeting was called to order at 10.45 a.m. 

GENERAL DEBATE (continued) 

l. ~.t!r. TviORSE (Administrator, United Nations Development Programme), speaking as 
Secretary-General of the United Nations Conference on Technical Co-operation among 
Developing Countries, to be held in 1978 in Buenos Aires, gave a progress report on 
preparations for the ConferEnce. He mentioned, in particular, the past two regional 
conferences, held in Ethiopia and Kuwait, the results of which showed the very great 
interest which countries had in questions relating to technical co-operation among 
developing countries. 

2. He went on to refer to the two sessions of the Preparatory Committee held during 
the current year. The Committee had met in an open and tolerant spirit; it had 
vrorked on the preparation of a draft plan of action reflecting a systematic set of 
guidelines and had made a nunber of recommendations. It had, inter alia, recommended 
that the Conference should hJld six meetings a day instead of four, in order to give 
adequate consideration to th= large number of substantive questions included in the 
provisional agenda. It had ~lso recorr@ended that the Conference should be postponed 
until the end of August 1978 in order to allow more time for the preparation of 
documentation and ideas. Th·~ financial implications of those recommendations should 
not exceed 5 per cent of the current estimated total budget of the Conference and, 
since the funds allocated to the Secretariat had been used efficiently and 
economically to date, the additional costs could be partly absorbed by the savings 
realized during the current ~·ear. The recowmendations of the Preparatory Committee 
had been approved by the Governing Council of UNDP and by the Economic and Social 
Council and he expressed the hope that the Second Committee would also endorse them. 

3. At its third and final £ession, the Preparatory Committee would finalize the 
draft plan of action and app:r·ove all documentation in final form. In that connexion, 
he said that the Secretariat had been requested to emphasize in the draft plan of 
action the importance of participation by appropriate professional, technical and 
voluntary organizations in the developing countries -for example, universities, 
research institutes and technical institutes - in activities and programmes relating 
to technical co-operation among developing countries. Under General Assembly 
resolution 31/179, however, such organizations would not be able to participate in 
the work of the Conference unless they were accredited as non-governmental 
organizations in consultative status with the Economic and Social Council, which many 
of them might not be. The Conmittee might therefore wish to recommend to the 
Assembly, inter alia, that appropriate participation by observers from such 
professional and technical associations and organizations should be envisaged. He 
himself was very much in favo.lr of such a recowmendation. 

4. He noted that, whereas for other United Nations conferences the preparatory 
process generally consisted i:1 regrouping well-known assessments and concepts, in the 
case of the Conference on Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries, the 
process had provided an opportunity to raise new political and operational problems 
and to explore areas previous:_y disregarded. In his eyes, that was enough to justify 
the holding of the Conference, which he felt sure would make a decisive contribution 
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to the restructuring of the vorld economy, provided that the participants engaged in 
a vigorous and open dialogue and the preparatory -vrork -vms carefully planned in an 
innovative spirit. 

5. ~fr. ALZAMORN· (Peru) said that the debate in the Second Corrmittee, which 
should be guided by a spirit of understanding and co-operation, was in fact 
beginning in a spirit of frustration and misunderstanding. Disagreerrtent vras so 
profound that it had not even been possible to reach agreement on an evaluation of 
the results of the Paris Conference. Speakers had had recourse to a white lie and 
claimed that the Conference had not reached agreement ovrinr; to lack of time. In 
fact, it was a well-knm.m fact that there had been neither any substantive 
agreement nor any formal agreement. The adoption of a frank approach would offer 
more opportunities for the solution of the problems at issue, which \·rere vital for 
the vast majority of States Members of the United Nations and which were fraught 
with consequences for the well-being and survival of peoples and, in the last 
analysis, for -vrorld peace. 

6. The economic problem had become the most political problem facing the United 
Nations and it was important to recoe;nize that phenomenon in time. Tensions and 
confrontations were gradually moving from the political to the economic field and it 
vras therefore important to establish nevr priorities. v!hile he did not disregard the 
fact that points of tension 1.rhich were of crucial and very serious importance for 
world peace and security still persisted, in particular in the :~1iddle East and 
Africa, he felt that with detente and the normalization of relations among the 
Fovrers, the recognition of political and ideological pluralism, the efforts to 
achieve disarmament, and the recognition of the right to a decent standard of living, 
the great political confrontations witnessed in recent decades in the world were 
gradually yielding to a modus vivendi which offered greater possibilities for 
previously unhoped-for rapprochement and co-operation. In the economic 
hm·rever, tension was becoming daily more acute, the unwillingness of the countries 
which benefited from the current unjust economic order to abandon their privileges 
being set against the irrevocable vrill of those which were victims of that order and 
were firmly determined to do everything to establish new just and equitable 
relations. 

7. For that reason it was essential to try to throw lipht on what had occurred in 
Paris and to dravr the necessary conclusions concerning the political nature of the 
debate and, above all, concerning the imPortance of the current debate in the Second 
Committee, particularly for the third world countries which had, for a long time, 
perhaps intentionally, been directed into debates where their decision-making power 
\·ras marginal and diverted from debates ¥rhere, in vievr of the new economic and 
financial relationships, they had for the first time an unhoped-for opportunity to 
transform world economic - and thus political - structures and to 1vork for the 
establishment of a new just and prosperous international order. 

* This statement has been given full coverage in the summary record in 
accordance 1.rith the decision taken by the Committee at its 8th meeting. 
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8. In his view, far fron be ::nerely an additional sode, a diversion 1-rhich 
\·rould be better forgotten, as if all e::ns should disappear as if enchantment 
as soon as one uas once ln the more traditional f'orum of the United ;1ations, 
the Paris Conference had been an important conference. It had in fact, been the 
scene of a great confrontation with a vie1·l to tte reform of the uorld structure of 
economic domination - tte basis and condition of domination - in <·rl1ich 
the unity of the third vrorld and the nm·rer '"Thich it had recently cleri ved 
from its hold over the -:)rice :Jf oil had been constantly called into play. 

9. The international press had presented t}1e ?aris nee-otiations as 
an attempt on the part of the countries to rerrove from the 
countries - in exchange for a :!il billion fund - the unilflteral pover to fix the 
price of oiL Fi thout vi shin"; to Pronounce on the justice of that harsh vie',¥ he 
felt it vas important to reme::1ber that it ,,ras because of the soli<'tarity and maturity 
shmm by tte 19 and the political support given to therr. the 77 that the unity and 
negotiating power of the developine: countries had not been shaken. ':'hroughout the 
negotiations they had kept th conviction that they stould never abdicate their 
unilateral p01ver to fix the price of oil as long as tte developed countries had the 
unilateral power to fix the prices of tteir >nanufactured Droducts as they sau fit. 

10. But if tte Paris Confere:1ce had, fron:. a tactical vi , been success for 
the third -;mrld, it had given rise to many frustrations anci. had upset mutual 
co-operation and understandin:o: which vrere increasin[':ly r:!ecrcssary in a world 
clcaracterized by interdepende1ce. In his vievr, the reason for that l·ras tlcat, 
despite the political comr::titL1:mt they tad made at the seventh special session of the 
General Assembly, tte industrialized countries had rone to Paris with the intention 
of perpetuating the old inter 1ational economic order, with a fevr contingency 
adjustments, and not with the intention of the genuinely necessary structural 

In Paris, the devel countries had demanded Tel. tt;c,y hP.cl b,:en 
offered charity. Ttey had de:nanded equitable trade relations and had been 
offered aid. They had demand:?d fair prices for their nroducts and t':':tey had been 
offered an opportunity to pro iuce at a loss in exchange for reiJT:-~ursable financinp;, 
in other -v;ords while continui:1g to become indebted. But there hs,~ even been 
any mention of that debt - which [J"enerated ustice - or of the ion of the 
purchasing power of the devel,)pinc countries - vhich was an factor. For 
that reason, one could only p:'tss e. definitely negative jude;ef!1rnt on thF.: north-south 
dialogue - whiclc Peru had to the best of it ability - and attribute the 
responsibility for that failu:~e to the industrialized countriEs 1:hich had rejected 
the proposals of tlce developi:1g countries l·rithout ::my solutions 
in their place. 

11. He recognized, however, -~hat the Paris Conference had also rise to an 
exchange of ideas vrhich had s·~arted a process of change which could not be ignored. 
For the first time the United States had insisted on the need - 1,rhile for 
an adequate system of buffer :ltocks - to establish effective machinery for the 
stabilization of It vas currently part 
for a sugar fund and -bt1.ffer s-~ock., it he.d in -principle to 
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coffee fund and stock proposed by the Latin American countries, and it had 
announced its intention of part ing in the tin stock and any similar 
machinery set up for :rubber and copper. For that reason he felt, in the last 
analysis, that, without meeting the global expectations of the developing 
countries, all the partial progress he had ment , which had been inconceivable 
before the Paris Conference, signified a desirable evolution which should be noted 
vrith interest and 

12. In his view, it was essential to approach the economic debate with a clear mind, 
free from all dogma and all taboos. The dogma of a truly free market, governed 
solely by the law of supply and demand and proof against interference and 
manipulation, had been virtually abandoned, as the example of the recent 
negotiations between the United States and Japan demonstrated. \·'hat remained was to 

rid of the taboo on indexation. Paris had witnessed the refusal even to discuss 
the question of protect the developinp; countries 1 purchasing paver. vlhat they 
,,rere being offered -vras agreements on stabili commodity prices concluded under 
conventional rules, meaning that maximum and minimum prices would be fixed 
for a of four or five years. Hmrever, at a time when the industrial countries 
themselves were admitting to annual inflation rates of at least 7, 9 or 10 per cent, 
l·rhich obviously led to higher for their manufactures, developing countries 
;vhich exported raw materials could hardly be asked to up any hope of 
incorporating mec!-lanisms for readjusting :.· _ mn"~ of inflation into 
such agreements. It was surely logically and morally sible to ask the 
developing countries to agree to receive in five years' time a price for their ra-vr 
materials equivalent to only !-lalf their real value -vrhen they would have to pay for 
t!-leir imports of mar1 ufactures a price which had risen by almost the same proportion 
because of inflation. Readjustment mechanisms vere obviously an essential element 
in the process of rationalizing trade. 

13. Unless changed, the terms of trade would increasingly deteriorate for the 
developing countries, compelling them to increase their indebtedness. As matters 
stood, the total external indebtedness of the developing countries was approaching 
$300 billion, a figure equal to annual expenditure on armaments throughout the 1mrld. 
Nevertheless, although the magnitude of that indebtedness evoked irritation and 
criticism from large s of public opinion, all that 1-ras done was to it 
and express concern about it, since there were doubts about the capacity of the 
developing countries to repay it. 

I . .. 
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14. In the hope of confusing world oplnlon and concealing where the respcnsib 
lay, efforts 1t~ere being made to attribute the sharp rise in the develc:ping countries· 
i11clebtedness to tl1e rise in oil ces <;-,-hich as everyone 

rfl1ere 'Tc.S DO '::iocrever the O'ltstnndin s:Jlic.~~ri_ : ShCvJn 

by oil-importing developing countries for the sake of third-world unity necessitated 
the establishment of compen3atory mechanisms as a matter of urgency. It was 
essential that, in the same spirit of solidarity, the negotiating strength 
associated with petroleum s:1ould, once and for all, be employed to serve all 
developing countries; parti;ularly with a view to ensuring just remuneration for 
other raw materials trading, An over-all co-ordinated, realistic and far-sighted 
strategic approach should be employed to maintain and strengthen the negotiating 
strength associated with pei;roleum - whj_ch would inevitably weaken - by enhancing 
the value of other raw materials and increasing the negotiating power associated 
with them. 

15. It was for that reason that it was disquieting to note that the oil~producing 
countries were gradually bejng given the benefit of the new international financing 
facilities, the purpose of i,hich was to consolidate the traditional financial 
structure, which was being 1.ndermined by the burden of the enormous debts 
accumulated by developing ccuntries owing to the unjust pattern of world trade, 
while purely financial transitory measures were being used to avert the structural 
reforms demanded by the developing countries. 

16. There could be no question of refinancing the constantly rlslng indebtedness 
of third-world countries ind~finitely. They would have to finance it from their 
own resources. And while it was true that a moderate reduction in customs tariffs 
could be useful in that proc::ss, the fundamental solution lay in realism and in 
just prices for raw material3: such prices should be strictly related to the 
intrinsic value of the produ::t and the labour cost incorporated in it. It was 
impossible to agree to an un,justified price decline on the pretext that the 
difference would be financed by reimbursable loans. Third-world countries could 
not continue to plan and car::-y out their development while they were at the mercy of 
sudden price fluctuations, nor could they continue to go into del't in order to 
produce at a loss. The time to think about those questions had eCJm:: because, 
although some denied it, the process of world confrontation betwEen ravr materials 
producers, increasingly uni tE:d, and industrialized countries, increccsingly dependent 
on those raw materials, had Llready begun as a result of the failure of 

· negotrations and dialogue; tre importance of that developrr1ent waE obvious. 

17. In view of the frustration engendered by the Paris Conference and the failure 
of the resumed thirty-first session of the General Assembly, it was the duty of 
the thirty-second session to resume and revive the debate on the nd'V' international 
economic order. The first requirement was to determine the essential themes, which 
included the creation of a common fund, the protection of purchasing power and 
external indebtedness, and the second was to set up an effective nf.::t::;oti body. 
The new body should be fairly small and should have political decision-making 

/ ... 
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power, created by the United Nations and accountable to it, it need not be one of 
the bodies that met periodically and its meetings would not necessarily be held 
at HeadQuarters. It should be unique because further proliferation of negotiation 
bodies and the fragmenting, from the conceptual and political point of view, of a 
global process vould be a fatal strategic error for the developing countries and 
vould be only to those vho benefited from the existing status quo. 
Finally, it should reyresent all countries, including the socialist countries, that 
vere required to shoulder responsibilities. In the urgent task of reorganization 
and change, nobody could be neutral. Whatever the validity of the arguments 
adduced to deterw~ne who vas responsible for under-development might be, all those 
vho benefited by keeping the conditions of international trade unchanged vere 
,,artly to blame. Moreover~ the invaluable conceptual, cal and material 
support of tbe socialist countries was essential to the success of a historic 
process of liberation and justice. 

At the thirty-second session, the f'undamental task of the General Assembly 
vas to reaffirm that the negotiations vere eminently political in nature and that 
their aim was structural, rather than merely palliative or philanthropic. \-That, 
in fact, the developing countries vere claiming was not the vealth of the 
industrialized countries but their ovn wealth, as represented by the value of their 
products and their labour. 

recent report had stated that if there vrere 1,000 people in the vorld, 
:50 per cent of all income vould go to 60 and the remaining 50 per cent to 

r vlritten communication media would serve only some, as 700 would 
be illi.ten,te. Of the l, 000, 500 1wuld be suffering from hunger. Given those 
figures, there was reason to ask \vhether the industrialized countries, which vere 
,j proud of the political and social democracy, cculd allow such a situation 
to continue vithin their ovn societies and their ovn political One mi 
also ·ivhether they sincerely believed that that state of affairs could continue 
inde without threat world ~)eace. 

~~U. He hoped that the forthcoming debate would enable negotiations on the new 
international order to be as realistic and sincere as justice and reason required, 
Gince change vas inevitable if the aim -vras to replace confrontation and violence 

understanding and peace. Throughout the process, the third-world countries 
';vould bt" carefully and fully wat the attitude of those industrialized 
countries >vhich 1vere shoving suff'icient foresight to support, in varying degrees, 
the countries 1 demands. He himself was convinced that the spirit of 
Nairobi - because it was at Nairobi that a sharing of criteria and objectives 
1ri th the group of countries in question had manifested itself most clearly - would 
govern their position during the ations and that their positive political 
and moral support, so ant for the third-world countries, would facilitate 
and accelerate the economic reorganization on which peace~ justice and the 
prosperity of all depended. 

/ ... 
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21. Mr. KAtJAZAWA (Japan) saiC. that the resumed thirty-first session of the General 
Assembly had been a disappointment to his delegation, not so much because of the 
lack of agreement on assessing: the results of the Conference on International 
Economic Co-operation as becat.se the achievements of a meeting of a small group of 
countries had not been found E.cceptable by a larger body, a development indicative 
of structural difficulties. llthough the United Nations, as the most representative 
international organization, wt:.s especially suitable for debating and deciding 
problems of world importance, it would be futile to expect to carry on successful 
negotiations and to reach effEctive conclusions within SUCh a large institution. 

22. As the Minister of Foreip1 Affairs of the Federal Republic of Germany had 
said, a new international ecor.omic order should be created which made it possible 
for all men to lead a life frEe from hunger and need. In that connexion, it should 
be emphasized that the united Nations was unique having managed to the need 
for a new international econo!lic order accepted not only by developing countries 
but also by developed countriE:S. His delegation reaffirmed that it would take an 
active part in the efforts of the international community for the development of 
the developing countries and of the world economy. 

23. With reference to the nev· international development strategy for the 1980s, 
the preparation of which was to begin at the thirty-second session, his delegation's 
first assumption was that that period would not be marked by economic prosperity. 
A probable deceleration of growth would compound economic and social problems in 
both developing and developed countries. Consequently, a new international 
economic relationship would have to be sought that would bring about faster growth 
in developing countries than :.n developed countries. 

24. Secondly, his delegation felt that the International Development Strategy was 
not an economic planning exereise but rather an undertaking to give orientation 
to international development <~fforts. In that context, since the ultimate concern 
of the international communi t:r was the welfare of every individual, which could be 
defined more readily in qualitative than in quantitative terms, numerical targets 
were not sufficient and account must be taken of the qualitative of 
development in the preparation of a new Strategy. It should also be recalled that 
in the course of the last two United Nations Development Decades a number of fixed 
growth-rate targets had been c~stablished which had not related to the growth 
targets of individual develop:l.ng countries and had not been capable of adjustment 
to exogenous changes in the W<)rld economy. In view of the difficulty of making 
long-term economic projection:; and of the dynamic nature of the new international 
economic order, it would be p:::-eferable, in the new International Development 
Strategy, either to define th;; targets in relative terms, i.e. relative to certain 
economic phenomena, or to est:~.blish indicative s which could be readjusted 
periodically during the Decad·~ according to the changing needs of the developing 
countries. 

25. 'rhirdly, his delegation felt that the need for agricultural development must 
be emphasized in the new Strategy. It was obvious that lmr cultural rsrm-rth 
2. 4 per cent as t a t of 4 per cent - had slowed the grmrth of gross 
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national product in the developing countries and had caused a decline in exports, 
inflation and a balance-of-payments deficit. Moreover, a self-sufficient food 
supply in the developing countries would surely improve their economic growth 
prospects. The different stages of development among developing countries called 
for different strategies, and special consideration should be given to the needs 
of lovr-income countries. It was also essential for the entire population in the 
developing countries to be able to participate directly in the development process 
and to share in its benefits. Accordingly, the basic human needs strategy, which 
could be formulated by each developing country, should be one of the main 
considerations ln preparing the Development Strategy. 

26. Fourthly, he emphasized the importance which Japan attached to the energy, 
resources and trade sectors, which were key elements in the restructuring of 
international economic relations. A wide range of problems in that regard must 
be thoroughly disc•.1ssed, and the new Strategy should provide clear orientation for 
both consumer and producer countries. His delegation also felt that there was a 
need to improve the quality and volume of the transfer of real resources to the 
developing countries. The Japanese Government planned to more than double its 
official development assistance in the next five years while improving the terms 
of its aid to low-income countries. 

27. Co-operation among developing countries should be another element in the new 
Strategy. Such co-operation served as a generator of new knowledge relevant to the 
cievel0~ i ng countries which was not available in the develcped countries. At the 
same tin;e, technical co-operation among developing countries should constitute an 
integral part of international co-operation for development and should complement 
the traditional type of tecrE~ical co-operation, which would continue to play an 

• important role. Attention should also be drawn to the importance of regional and 
subregional co-operation to the economic development of the developing countries. 

28. Fi,_B-lly, · ~i_s delegation felt that, since the preparation of a new Strategy 
caJ.lc:d for the examination of all aspects of economic and social development, it 
should be entrusted to a subsidiary organ of the Economic and Social Council. The 
organ should in principle be open-ended since proceeding by consensus was vital to 
the formulation of a workable Development Strategy, but, at the same time, a small 
number of countries could work as a core group. 

29. His delegation also noted that a number of constructive proposals, such as 
those for following up the I1ar del Fleta Plan of Action adopted by the United 
Nations Water Conference, had been made at the fifth session of the Committee on 
Natural Resources and subsequently adopted at the sixty-third session of the 
Economic and Social Council. At the sixty-third session of the Council, the 
Secretary-General had also referred to the need for the establishment of a new 
central institution for energy; his delegation felt that that proposal deserved 
serious consideration in the Second Committee. 

I ... 
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30. His delegation believed i.hat the United Nations Conference on Science and 
Technology should examine intE:rnational problems in that field in a technical and 
pragmatic manner so as to respond to the needs of the international community. It 
had become apparent at the la~.t session of the Economic and Social Council that 
difficulties were being encour.tered in the preparations for the Conference, and 
the Council had adopted a resc·lution in an effort to deal with them. It was to be 
hoped that those problems wouJ.d be overcome, and his delegation would spare no 
effort in co-operating with others to that end. 

31. He was gratified to note that the Ad Hoc Committee on the Restructuring of the 
Economic and Social Sectors of the United Nations System, working mostly through 
informal consultations, had mE.de progress in narrowing areas of disagreement and 
that the work of the CommitteE was now entering its final stage, even though it 
had only begun the process of restructuring and was not drawing up detailed 
action proposals. \Vi th regarc to the restructuring of the Economic and Social 
Council, his delegation felt i.hat the work of the Council's subsidiary bodies 
should in principle be replacEd by subject-oriented sessions of the Council but 
that the expertise of the sub~idiary bodies should be retained, If the Ad Hoc 
Committee did not have sufficient time to decide which bodies should be 
discontinued, a first mie:ht be to discontinue those bodies on which agreement 
could easily be reached, with the Council's subject-oriented sessions taking over, 
as an experir:ent, the functior:.s of other subsidiary bodies on the understanding 
that the latter would suspend their meetings for two years. 

32. His delegation also saw n.erit in the suggestion that small ad hoc consultative 
groups should be established. On the other hand, it was not convinced of the need 
to create a post of Director-Ceneral for Development and International Economic 
Co-operation, since that might dilute -::l::e preroe;atives of the Secretary-General 
and lead to the compartmentalization of the Secretariat. 

33. Mr. BROWN (Australia) sa]d that the importance of economic co-operation and 
the need for viable changes in the international economic system were now widely 
recognized by Governments. fi.e task of transforming that need into practical 
policies was already under way within the United Nations system, and particularly 
in UNCTAD. His delegation agreed that there was a need to bring about a more 
equitable and soundly based world economic order. Although that process was far 
from complete, one should not underestimate the changes achieved after almost 
four years of continuous debate on economic issues, which had raised the 
consciousness of Governments End of the world community. 

34. The Conference on Interm.tional Economic Co-operation had, inter alia, 
fostered a deeper appreciatior. of North/South issues. Although the resumed 
thirty-first session of the GEneral Assembly had shown that agreement did not exist 
in assessing the results of tl: e Conference, his delegation felt that the latter had 
created greater understanding between developed and developing countries and that 
the agreements reached at Par]s could provide a basis for future discussions in 
the United Nations and other forums. 
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35. In addition to the agreements that had been concluded, results which were less 
obvious but no less positive had been achieved in other areas, particularly with 
regard to official development assistance, which, it was hoped, would be increased 
in the years to come. Australia would maintain and, if possible, substantially 
increase its assistance to the developing countries. In its recent budget, his 
Government had increased the level of over-all aid by 12 per cent and that of 
aid provided to multilateral agencies by just under 50 per cent. Australia 
believed that all countries had a responsibility to foster international economic 
co-operation and to work towards improvements in the developing countries. 

36. It was not surprising that some issues had remained unresolved at the 
Conference, for in many cases they were problems which had defied solution for 
some time, in other cases they were highly complex, and in yet other cases they had 
been under consideration for the first time; energy was an example of the latter. 
In that connexion, it was encouraging that producers and consumers had initiated 
a dialogue and agreed on the need for more efficient utilization of energy · 
resources. 

37. However, the Conference was only one step in a continuing process which must 
go forward in a spirit of co-operation and understanding. In that context, his 
delegation hoped that international consultations on energy would be resumed; as 
a potentially important energy exporter, Australia was ready to play a full part 
in such a dialogue. In view of the importance of energy supplies to the 
development of the world economy, it was essential that the United Nations system 
should be able to contribute to the discussion of that question, and his delegation 
hoped that it would be possible for an exchange of views to take place at the 
thirty-second session. 

38. An important task now facing the General Assembly was the preparation of a 
Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade, which was a highly 
complex matter in view of the uncertainty with regard to the prospects for 
sustained world growth and the ever-present threat of trade restrictions should 
the rate of growth falter. More sophisticated models for economic and social 
analysis were now available, but at the present session it would probably not be 
possible to do much more than begin to identify the parameters within which the 
Third International Development Strategy should be formulated. 

3 The central objective of t~1e '>ras to er:.sure tl1at t:1e develo·:!ed 
and developing countries made a joint effort to promote faster rates of real 
growth in the developine.; countries in general and to meet as dly as possible the 
essential needs of all the world's peoples, giving priority to adequate food 
production. His delegation thought it desirable to formulate a medium-term 
strategy covering about 20 years which could be reviewed every three or four years 
and, whatever its duration, should be adaptable to new situations. It should 
make finer distinctions between the problems of groups of particular countries 
and should envisage different solutions for them. 
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39. Science and technology played an important role in solving the problems i.· J.t 
would have to be dealt with by the third international development strategy, 
fact recognized by the General Assembly in its decision to hold a United Nations 
Conference on Science and Technology for Development before the adoption of the 
strategy. The Preparatory Committee for the Conference had established a proeramme 
of preparatory work which, at the present stage, emphasized the draft of 
detailed national reports. It was, in fact, probable that an examination of the 
role of science and technology in national development would help the "eveloping 
countries identifY the areas in which science and technology could promote 
development. In his delegation's view, the General Assembly should see to it that 
the various countries and regions had adequate material and technical resources to 
make those preparations. 

40. His delegation further proposed that, in view of the delay in the preparation 
of national reports, the date of the Conference should be postponed, uhile still 
leaving enough time to integrate the results of the Conference into the 
international development strategy to be adopted in late 1960. 

41. Emphasis had increasingly been placed, particularly by the developing countries, 
on the concept of collective self-reliance, as evidenced by the decision to hold a 
Conference on Technical Co··Operation among Developing Countries. The preparations 
for the Conference had made it possible to define that concept more precisely, and 
his delegation hoped that at the Conference that type of co-operation would be 
regarded as an integral part of the development process rather than as a separate 
sector. Australia, like other developed countries, was prepared to promote the 
implementation of technical co-operation between developing countries, as 
demonstrated by its efforts to facilitate mutual assistance between the countries of 
South and South-East Asia ani the Pacific. 

42. He recalled the importance of reaching a consensus on the international 
institutional arrangements in the matter of human settlements during the current 
session of the General Assembly. His delegation, for its part. would work towards 
the achievement of a compromise in that field and hoped that other delegations would 
do likewise. 

43. Referring to the final ~eport of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Restructuring of 
the Economic and Social SectJrs of the United Nations System, he stressed the 
importance of adapting the i~stitutional structure established since the creation 
of the Organization so that it might respond more effectively to the demands made on 

by Member States. 

44. Mr. BOTERO (Colombia), ~eferring first of all to the report of the Economic and 
Social Council, noted that i~ its resolution 2124 (LXIII) the Council had decided, 
inter alia, to urge the developed countries and all international organizations and 
financial institutions to in:::rease their financial and technical assistance to 'ne 
least developed countries an:i to adopt special measures in favour of those count:-:-ies. 
His delegation shared the co :1cern of the United Nations system for improving the 
situation of the least devel)ped countries; however, it felt obliged to re-emphasize 
that the preferent treatm~nt accorded to those countries could not and should not 
be given at the expense of t1e other developing countries. 
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45. That had been stressed by his delegation as early as 1974, when it had drawn 
attention to the kind of discrimination being in fact inflicted in the United 
JiJations on those countries which, while not developed countries, were no longer in 
the category of the least developed countries or in another category of 
particularly disadvantaged countries. His delegation had found it disturbing that 
the Organization seemed to measure m1(,er ole in terms of 
size and income and -vras operating on the principle that if a country 1 s 
~~~~~~gross national product exceeded a amount, then its population 
enjoyed satisfactory conditions in the fields of food, health, education and 
leisure. The notion of distribution of income and wealth was overlooked in such 
cases. 

1~6. In addition to those considerations, his delegation wished to state that with 
regard to the flow of foreign development assistance and the foreign debts of 
developing countries, the principle of universality should be very scrupulously 

It would be dangerous to exclude from the measures adopted in that 
field those countries which had reached an intermediate level of development, since 
that could retard their development process. 

!+7. He recalled that it had been at his delegation's suggestion that UNCTAD 
resolution 62 (III) had included the follov1ing paragraph (para. 2) : 

"Any action or special measures taken in favour of the least developec' 
countries in any of the fields mentioned below, while securing due and 
equitable benefits for the least developed countries, should ensure that the 
interests of the other developing countries are not injured or prejudiced in 
any manner." 

At the same time, of course, Colombia viewed with satisfaction and in a rit 
of true solidarity the efforts made by the United Nations in favour of countries 
which had suffered natural disasters and were in need of urgent special measures. 

49. Turning to agenda item 67 on the evaluation of the progress made in the 
implementation of certain General Assembly resolutions, he observed that the 
developing countries' own efforts were not sufficient by themselves to enable those 
countries to reach a desired rate of development as rapidly as was necessary and 
that they should be helped by an increase of capital flow and by the adoption of 
r:ore favourable econonic ancl trao.e policies on the part of the developed countries_ 
In that respect, the scant results achieved at the Paris Conference gave little 
reason for optimism. ln spite of everything, the international com.'llunity should 
redouble its efforts to ensure that the work begun at Paris continued to be 
discussed not in restricted forums whose very nature made it doubtful that their 
conclusions could be universal but in the United Nations itself. 

50. In his delegation's view, a universal policy of economic co-operation, within 
the context of the International Development Strategy, the Charter of Economic 

s and Duties of States and other relevant resolutions of the General Assembly, 
should be guided in the main by the following principles. 
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51. Fi th re 
tll.e Inte 

to coJ:Yin:odi t:.es, CcloPbia believed that the objectives propm<<~l in 
Programr::e for Com:rr:odi ties mir::;ht rc.al~:e it pass to ir:1prove e terms 

f trade by levels that vrould be rer.:unerati ve and fair for 
everyone. to i ze that for certain co:c.rnodi ties there 

in which the and consQ~ers had established 
effccti ve. >Ioreover, the adoption of structures 

trade in different coJ:YI.rr:odi ties should be 
out in such a r..:ray as to take account of the particular aspects f trade in 

ec~ch end shoulci avCJid any abusive zation, It '\·Jas useful to recall 
t'1at at the tire of the adoption of cnCTAD resolution 93 (IV) on the Inte d 
:::ol"O ra.cillle for Cmn:oc'ities, tr.e representative of Colombia had stated that, although 

had joined in the consensus, it maintained its position that any 
inte prograr~Jo;e for fi and exclude 
corm:o6.ities that >rere al d 
:.he urocess of ratifieC. 

52, ~Yi th re to the co:rriJ:::cn fund, Color<ioi believed that 
obli ions o the various States and the .c_ocie.li ties to be 

al 
that 

pur~oose, should 
cor.r.odities. 

fixed vJitt in tl::e context of each of the various 

53. He then stated rwre briefly the to be follm·re::l in the area of 
s; the internatior: al community should respect the ri of the 
countries to for~il producers 1 associations lvhich lvould include 
s for joir:;.t rrarl~et , those cou_YJtries could adopt measure to recover, 

, carl~et and distribute their natural resources in suci:l a way as to 
meet the interests of their E conm1ic and social ~ 1rhen there 1.:ras foreign 

on in the tion of natural resources, sustained fforts should be 
"'

1BC'.e to reduce the differences betvreen the ecti ves of t!le host countries and 
those of the forei ses research on the possibilities of 

icularly the recycling of non~rene-vrable resources. 
should 

be intensified, 
Yurthermore, in 
of Lf per cent 
increase tl1eir 

order to enatle the cour:tries to attain the objective 
~.;rovrth rate in their food , it would be necessary to 

to iEport production factors essential to culture; to 
on favourable terr:1s in order to facilitate the 

establishr;;e~t of irri and projects" to ensure not only the transfer 
of ate techniques but also the introc,uction of neH te s concei vee_ 
ez~)res to rr_eet the needs cf each country and, , to devote special 
attention to the energy sector, in order to find ne\•1 sources that could be used ln 
eeet the future needs of the vrorld 1 s peoples. 

)4. In the field of world trc:.de ~ \vitr~ cular reference to ncanufactured and 
se::i~manufactureci s, the yrospect3 of a less c of 
international and the stence of abnormally hi levels of 

in the d countries seeEed to indicate that it would be 
necessary to redouble efforts to or eliminate protectionist pressures the 

COQYJtries and reduc or elirrincvte ta.ri ff and non-tari f'f obstacles vbi ct 
affected the export tre.de of bhe International co-operation 
in that field should be based on the ele:-'lents: re tion tho. t the 
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tvo basic elenents of th2 General on '.:.~ari i'fs a:r:d :i'rad.e 
of re a:r:d of the :::lost-favoured--nation v.rere sui table for 
tre,de rc:lations betl,reen s but not trade relations between develope 
de: cc)lmtries, acceptance in the latter cas of the principles of 

ci and preferential treatr~ent i;::. favow.r of' L'le develo~oinc cou::1tries: 
cation i;J. Ci.evelcped countries o±' r-:easures for the ustDent of es 
to facilitate the and diversification of 

countries} thus ra~tionel, j 
division of labour, recoe:nition that of applicable 

cou.11try could not a distortio::1 o 
to it, and that in any case it snould be 

:-dni:nc:r; volur:.e of i:clpor-cs before recourse \T2S had to cation of the safe 
claus the countries sho·uld rec::>t:'nize that the manufacture(. and 
serri-rr:anufactured products of developing countries could not be ve on 
the international cour1tries could offer their expert i::1d:ustries 
incc:cr,ti ves desicned to for their u-1favow.rable i t"J.atic:r: ~ 
developed. countries shc-Jld avoid any cy \·lhid: 1-Tould have the effect of 
cancellinc: out the relative 2.dvant s vhich the of certain articles 
2'ave to countries. 

)) " -co industrialization anc.~ the i::1ternational C'i vision of labo"J.r j it 
s}1o·Jld be noted that the s"J.ccess o a ne;,J i~ternatione.l conort!ic order <:ould 

d l on its ability to rrodi the industrial ceo of the 1wrld lrl 

such a -vray as to ensure greater parti ation by the C01)ntries of the U:.ircl ;,rorlc. 
in total industrial production. In the developing countries, industrial cy 
should in be focCJ.sed on tne need to create thro"J.[h labour~ 
ir:tensi ve tec:::mologies. Em-1ever, it coc;.lC:. that in orC:.er raDi t 
incres~se their exports such countries would have to ca:')i tal-intensive 
sectors. refore, the internatio::1al division of labour could not be based 
on sl labour-intensive ind"J.stries to one c,roup of countries awl c a:!.-~ 

intensive industries to ar.other. 

1hth reference -co t:te transfer of technolo[.'y, he said that 1-rhile it 110uld not 
be advisable autofrlatically to rule out certain n~od.ern and. advanced industrial 

their hi cost and their lmv- 0.ec-ree of labour--intensi 
on hit:hly labour .. ·intensive processes if a 

cl1oice made oetv:een s havin.z a degree of 
effi the viecv of his de international action in that field 
should include the following: e able conc.itions of access to the 

of' the developinn; countries· the introduction of a. broad range of 
for the manufacture o con~~un~er pcods that vlere ir·,ported 

countries. establishment in eacl:. country of a range of capabiliti s 
nakin·· it possible to select and assimilate appropriate technologies· 
nro:::ct;io~ in those countries of services 1vhose task •11ould to improve the 

cn.l methods of the traditional sector. adoption of an international instrru;1ent 
•Jl:ich ,.:auld make possible to rationalize and achieve a. better baJ.ance in the 
struct1.1re of the international t1·ansfer of techr.olo,r::y a:r:d revision of -che 

in force; formulation of s for the 
to solution and 0 

of the e c and social sectors of 
f a CO;l'lCil en Cl 
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7. Hith regard to the inte1·national , he said that the agreenents 
reached in 1976 l·ri thin the Ir. teriTI Committee of the International Ivlonetary Fu.YJ.d 
·,rere mere palliatives that WEre not commensurate with the scope of the problerL 
Colombia uas not convinced tr.at the special dra1ving ri as reserve instruments 
could totally replace t!1e e;oJ d standard. It did not believe that gold could 
completely lose its rronetary fu.r1ction" if it could, then, in any case, it would be a 
matter of justice to establish mechanisms guaranteeing adequate 
compensation to the developir.g countries vhich vere producers of that metal. 
Because of the clemonetizatior.. of gold, the current rr~onetary systen had practic 
all the characteristics of a virtual "dollar standard" and that ce of 

national currencies as international reserve instruments had in recent years 
been the principal obstacle io efforts to redress the balance of payments and 
control international inflation. 

)8. Colombia felt that if t!.e present of loans 
other words, if the granting of special drmring rights 
the contributions of countriEs to the International 

and investments continued, in 
continued to be determined by 

1vould increase and 
function for >ihich 
caused excessive 
suffered from a 

the speci~:.l drawing rights would 
had 1: een created. Their 

Fu.YJ.d, the injustices 
not be able to fulfil the 

table distribution had 
d 

of External resources 
7 while the poorer nations 
able to their progress. 

59. At the same ti:r:e, his dE legation felt that the flo1-rs of financial resources for 
development which had their crigin in the assistance furnished by the developed 
countries should be channellEd essentially through multilateral finaYJ.cing 
institutions. 

60. The control of inflatior , and its vi tal importance for the economic and 
rwnetary order, \vas one of tl.e major themes discussed at international 
in recent years The Governnents of the countries whic!:l were members of the Andean 

had the convening of a 1-rorld conference to study the 
problem of inflation. The CcJinmi ttee should thought to the ion of 
convening such a conference, a ion which should have pri because the 
adverse and universal effecb of inflation made any real and sustained development 
impossible, particularly wher. inflation coincided with an economic recession, as 
had been the case recently. Such a conference would study the causes of that 

and would suggest the necessary remedies. l'··loreover, his delegation 
s that the intergovernmental machinery to be worked out by the neiV 
international development st should particular attention to that point. 

Turning to item 70, he aid that mutual economic co-operation ~Vould enable the 
developing countries to strengthen their economies and increase their individual 
and over-all cipation in international trade and \.rorld production. In 
Colombia's vie~V, that co-operation should be based on the following elements: it 
should be zed that thE~ developing countries had the ri to establish 
producer associations; the countries should adopt a more favourable 
attitude towards measures ained at the more autonomous development of the 
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developing countries; the co~petent organs of the United Nations should co-ordinate 
their activities in that field and increase their co-operation with other national 
and international bodies; the amount of the resources available in the United 
Nations system for financing the cost of that co-operation should be increased; 
lastly, the UNCTAD Committee on Economic Co-operation among Developing Countries 
should be enabled fully to play its part so as to encourage new forms of 
co-operation. 

62. Colombia cipated actively in the work of the Preparatory Corr®ittee of 
the United Nations Conference on Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries 
and in those of the Preparatory Co:rrJnittee of the United Nations Conference on 
Science and Technology for Development. It d that the Buenos Aires Conference 
would draw up a concrete programme which would be supported not only by the 
developing but also by the developed countries and that the technical co-operation 
prograrrLes to be for~ulated would present a broad range of choices between 
different co-operating partners. His delegation supported the reco:rrJnendations of 
the Preparatory Comrrittee. 

3. \Ji th reference to the Conference on Science and Technology for Development, his 
dele noted that the regional commissions were expected to co-operate more 
actively in the preparations for the Conference. In particular, a regional meeting 
for Latin America was to be held in the second half of 1977; however, the Vrinister 
for Foreign Affairs of Colombia did not yet know what arrangements had been made by 
BCLA for that meeting. 

Mr. PETRIC (Yugoslavia) pointed out that, during the few years, the 
di ffi encountered in international economic relations had had serious 
repercussions on the economies of the developing countries. Inflation, 
deterioration in their terms of trade, their balance-of-payments deficit and 
increased foreign indebtedness, as well as growing protectionism, were all factors 
that had negatively affected the measures taken by those countries to accelerate 
their economic development. Also, a large number of developed countries had shovm 
a lack of readiness to implement the measures that were indispensable to prevent a 
further widening of the gap between them and the developing countries. Practically 
nothing had been done to solve problems concerning commodities and trade, to ensure 
that the developing countries had access to the markets of the developed countries, 
or to protect their purchasing povrer. Tl1oreover, the transfer of real resources 
\Ias declining and, according to the date quoted by the ~Jorld Bank, official 
development assistance was now smaller than in 1966, although the developed 
countries had announced their readiness to attain the target established under the 
International Development Strategy. 

It ;,ras generally recognized that structural changes in international economic 
relations and the establishment of a new international economic order could alone 
ensure the solution of ;,;orld economic problems, but very little had yet been done to 
find concrete solutions. That raised doubts about the genuine readiness of a number 
of ir;1portant developed countries to seek those solutions. Those doubts had been 
confirrne to a great extent, by the results of negotiations conducted so far, 
inclading the results of the Paris Conference. 
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66. It was necessary at thP current session to reach agreement on a number of 
priority problems that had been the subject of negotiations over a number of 
years. The developed countries should reconsider their positions and take 
concrete action, first in the General Assembly and subsequently in UNCTAD, during 
the resumed negotiating con:'erence on the Common Fund and, at the beginning of 
the following year, at the rrinisterial meeting of the Trade and Development Board, 
which would be devoted to p:~oblems of indebtedness of developing countries. 

67. Agenda item 67 was of particular significance because, in addition to the 
appraisal of the results of the implementation of the International Development 
Strategy, it encompassed al:_ the elements of importance to the establishment of 
the new international econonic order. Significant work had already been 
accomplished in that area which would considerably facilitate the task. The 
Group of 77 had recently adopted a declaration pointing out that the United Nations 
was the most appropriate fo:~um for negotiations on the establishment of the new 
international economic orde:~. The Yugoslav delegation would exert maximum efforts 
to ensure that those negotiations were successful. 

68. His delegation had expected much more from the work of the Ad Hoc Committee 
on the Restructuring of the Economic and Social Sectors of the United Nations 
System. The efforts made to restructure international economic relations must 
be accompanied by parallel action to enable the United Nations to cope with 
growing needs. The General Assembly and United Nations organs in the economic 
and social sectors, particularly UNCTAD, should become a mechanism serving as an 
adequate negotiating forum. The Yugoslav delegation therefore attached great 
significance to the forthcoming consultations. It was also in favour of the idea 
of strengthening "leadershi:)" in the system, and supported the establishment of 
a post of Director General .for Development and International Economic Co-operation, 
but only within the framewo:~k of a restructured system that would guarantee that 
the post would prove useful and effective and would contribute to the 
strengthening of all the fu1ctions of the United Nations, and primarily its 
negotiating functions. 

69. Economic co-operation nnong developing countries was becoming an ever more 
important factor in acceler1ted development and the changing of international 
economic relations. The de~isions taken at the Summit Conference of non-aligned 
countries, and primarily it3 Action Programme, which had been endorsed by all the 
developing countries at the Conference in Mexico, were an important contribution 
to such co-operation. 

70. Science and technology played a significant role in development and the 
transformation of economies of various countries, and the developing countries 
had called on the United Nabions system to help them to eliminate monopolies and 
obstacles to the more effective use of science and technology for development. 
It had been decided that an international code of conduct for the transfer of 
technology shoul_d be elabor1ted, and that the Conference on Science and Technology 
for Development should be h:'!ld in 1979. It was to be hoped that a conference of 
plenipotentiaries could sooJ be convened for the adoption of a legally binding 
code of conduct, because onLy such a document could make it possible to eliminate 
all the anomalies that char1cterized the transfer of technology and the activities 
of transnational corporatio 1s. 
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71. With regard to the preparations for the Conference on Science and Technolvgy 
for Development, his delegation was afraid that the Conference was envisaged 
merely as an academic gathering which would be limited to an exchange of views, 
discussions on the future of science and the possible adoption of some concrete 
action in areas where, in the opinion of developed countries, the interests of 
the developing countries lay. It was imperative jointly to review the purpose of 
the Conference and make it clear that it must lead to concrete action. An example 
of the proper approach was provided by the efforts that were being exerted within 
the International Development Strategy and which had tended towards concrete 
definition and quantification of financial and other commitments. The Secretariat 
had an important role to play in that respect. 

72. With regard to the need to develop the economic potentials of the developing 
countries and to use the most appropriate sources of energy, it was particularly 
important to make use of nuclear energy and technology for peaceful purposes, 
particularly in view of the various forecasts concerning the availability of 
conventional sources of energy. The developing countries would have to take 
account of that in their national energy programmes. It was necessary to prevent 
the strengthening of monopolies in that field and the imposition of unacceptable 
obligations on developing countries. There was an urgent need to find 
international solutions to ensure the free transfer of nuclear technology and its 
use for the accelerated development of the non-nuclear, primarily developing 
countries. 

73. The elaboration of a new international development strategy was an important 
aspect of the establishment of the new international economic order. The Group 
of 77 had repeatedly emphasized that the development of international co-operation 
and improvement of the position of developing countries made it imperative to 
ensure the implementation of the decisions and resolutions of the General Assembly, 
and the General Assembly should also give priority to the matter at the current 
session. In the elaboration of a new international strategy, advantage must be 
taken of the experience gained during the first and second Developmgnt Decades. 
All future action should be based on the decisions taken on the establishment of 
a new international economic order. It would also be necessary clearly to define 
the role and contributions of all countries, and primarily the developed countries, 
regardless of their socio-economic systems. It would also be necessary to lay 
the foundations for equal participation by all States in international relations 
and decision-making on world economic problems. Lastly, it would have to be 
realized that the barriers to the development of international economic relations 
and improvement of the position of developing countries were essentially of a 
political nature. 

74. With regard to the organization of work in that area, it was very important 
that all countries, and particularly the developed countries, should take an 
active part in the preparations. The Committee on Review and Appraisal could 
serve as a mechanism for those preparations, provided that appropriate 
modifications were made and that the task would not impair the performance of its 
duties. It was to be hoped that the United Nations Secretariat, the United Nations 
system as a whole, and particularly the Committee on Development Planning, would 
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be actively involved in thE elaboration of concrete measures in keeping with the 
objectives of the new international economic order. 

75. During the session political agreement would have to be reached on a series 
of concrete priority questions. That would be the best way of confirming the 
directing role of the General Assembly with respect to the establishment of the 
new international economic order. 

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m. 




